Workshop “Institutional Economics – Theory and Evidence”
Jena, February 28 – March 1, 2008

Thursday, February 28

• 14:00 - 15:30
  Martin Kocher (University of Munich)
  Peer influence in a tax-evasion experiment
• 15:30 - 16:00
  Coffee Break
• 16:00 - 17:30
  Kerstin Pull (University of Tübingen)
  Contestant heterogeneity and tournament incentives
• 19:00
  Dinner (MPI Cafeteria)

Friday, February 29

• 9:00 - 10:30
  Georg Kirchsteiger (Université Libre de Bruxelles)
  On the evolution of market institutions: The platform design paradox
• 10:30 - 11:00
  Coffee Break
• 11:00 - 12:30
  Manfred Stadler (University of Tübingen)
  Information signaling in a game of price competition
• 12:30 - 14:00
  Lunch
• 14:00 - 15:30
  Hartmut Kliemt (HfB Frankfurt)
  Scarcity and the institutions of organ transplantation and allocation.
• 15:30 - 16:00
  Coffee Break
• 16:00 - 17:30
  Weyma Lübke (University of Leipzig)
  The Aggregation Argument in the Numbers Debate
• 19:30 - 22:00
  Dinner (Personal Invitation)
Saturday, March 1

- **9:00 - 10:30**
  Matthias Sutter (University of Innsbruck)
  *Social preferences and risk attitudes in children and adolescents*

- **10:30 - 11:00**
  *Coffee Break*

- **11:00 - 12:30**
  Siegfried Berninghaus (University of Karlsruhe)
  *Agents play more sophisticated than Nash: Experimental evidence from network formation experiments*

- **12:30 - 14:00**
  *Lunch (MPI Cafeteria)*

- **Final discussion**